
One of the massive but largely hidden influences we face daily is the devil mimesis.
We are imitators by nature. We see, we do. Or monkey see, monkey do, if that
old-fashioned saying is not too politically incorrect, which anything old-fashioned
probably is. Imitation can be a good thing, especially when we imitate Christ, which
isn’t imitation but instead seeking our fullness in our maker Christ. But the problem
with imitation is that we don’t see the influence it is. Imitation would be great if we
were one of Christ’s twelve disciples following him across the dusty landscape,
watching his every move. Yet we instead swim in a sea of other influences, his
influence seeming more like God’s still small voice.

Some of the influences are obvious. We
even call them social-media influencers
because we want their haircut, clothes and
bag when we visit the restaurant they tout
at the vacation destination from which they
post. The whole advertising industry,
nearly all of which is for products and
services we do not need and would find by

better means like word of mouth if we did, rests on the mimetic voice. But we also
imitate friends, films, cartoons, and even enemies who with their sallies steal our
peace, turning us into enemies, too. And the devil mimesis steals our souls all without
even requiring us to think, choose, and adopt. We just do as others subtly suggest,
themselves entrapped by an emergent entity they neither recognize nor know.

One of the great gifts of the church, borne from the blood and water pouring from
Christ’s spear-pierced side, is that within it we stand apart. The more foreign, ancient,
and even peculiar the rituals and liturgy of church are, the better they serve us as
reminders that we are not to imitate the world but to follow Christ. When we walk out
the church’s door, the world will once again wrap us in its mimetic cloak, an animal
hide we shouldn’t accept when instead God offers us the crown of Christ.


